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https://youtu.be/M_9bQ_Ri9p0

In this explosive interview, Spiro Skouras is joined by Dr.
Sherri Tenpenny.

The  two  discuss  the  latest  developments  regarding  the
coronavirus  situation  which  was  declared  a  global  health
pandemic, by the Gates funded World Health Organization, as
more information comes to light questioning the need for a
global lockdown.

Dr. Tenpenny and Spiro examine and explore, the motives of the
global  response  by  governments,  global  institutions  and
private interests, as Dr. Tenpenny exposes perhaps the most
alarming aspect of the crisis yet!

No, it is not the virus, it is the blank check issued to the
vaccine  and  drug  manufacturers,  which  not  only  provides
unlimited funding, but also provides blanket immunity to Big
Pharma for any harm attributed with the treatments produced
during  the  declared  emergency,  including  all  drugs  and
vaccines.
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This blanket immunity is provided by the US government under
the PREP Act and provides the drug and vaccine manufacturers
the ‘Ultimate Blank Check’ during a declared emergency.

As Dr. Tenpenny points out, the vaccine and drug manufacturers
have zero incentive to produce a safe product, as the declared
emergency not only rolls back regulatory standards and removes
them from any and all liability, but it also ensures the
government will purchase their products.

This is an unprecedented level of immunity which raises many
questions and safety concerns.

Dr.  Sherri  Tenpenny  Twitter  Account
https://twitter.com/BusyDrT

Dr Tenpenny Vaxxter Website https://vaxxter.com

Coronavirus  Pt  1:  How  Soon  We  Forget  –  Same  Playbook,
Different  Virus

Coronavirus Pt 2: ‘Never Let a Good Crisis Go to Waste’,
Replay

See all references for this video.

A  mirrored  copy  is  available  on  Truth  Comes  to
Light’s Bitchute channel should the source video be censored
or become otherwise unavailable at YouTube or other platforms.
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